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ABSTRACT
Name-based routing as proposed in Information Centric Net-
working encounters the problems of (a) exploding routing
tables, as the number of names largely exceeds common
routing resources, and (b) limited aggregation potentials,
as names are commonly independent of content locations.
In this poster, we introduce PANINI, an approach to scale
routing on names by adapting FIB tables simultaneously to
available resources and actual traffic patterns. PANINI intro-
duces routing hierarchies with respect to aggregation points,
bimodal FIBs, and confined flooding. First evaluations show
promising results in theory and experiments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols—Routing Protocols
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information Centric Networking has introduced a new,

promising communication paradigm, but continues to struggle
with severe challenges [1]. NDN [2] (among others) unifies
routing with names at a high level of maturity. However,
the multitude and complexity of distributed content names
has not been treated convincingly [3]. Even though several
original approaches have been presented, the sheer number
of (delocalized) names prevents a striking step forward.
Routing on identifiers can generally be achieved by aggreg-

ation or mapping to topology, the latter may be dynamically
obtained from broadcasts. In the following, we will present
a hybrid combination of (artificially enhanced) name aggreg-
ation at a rendezvous point, an adaptive (static) mapping
by FIBs, and a dynamic on-demand flooding of Interests
towards content suppliers. We sketch the PANINI routing
scheme in Section 2 and give a brief evaluation in Section 3.
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2. PANINI ROUTING
The PANINI approach starts from fixing an aggregation

point for names in the network1, which typically would be a
larger cache repository in the fixed Internet, or a gateway in
the IoT. We assume topology building mechanisms in place
that generate a shortest path tree rooted at the aggregation
point. This is in full analogy to the current Internet, where
standard routing protocols can construct shortest paths on
the inter- and intra-domain level. Given this basic topology,
every node can identify up- and downward paths with re-
spect to the aggregating root—with upward paths serving
as default.
The objective of name-based routing is to link content

requesters with content suppliers. In PANINI, this is achieved
via the (name-specific) aggregation points that can be reached
via (prefix-specific) default routes. Every node that offers
content under a routable name advertises this name in a
Name Advertisement Message (NAM). Per default, NAMs
travel hop-by-hop towards the aggregation point, and every
intermediate router can harvest the content advertisement
for including in its own routing table. Filling all FIBs will
generate a complete routing path from the aggregation point
to the content source.
A consumer requests content by transmitting the Interest

up to the aggregating root (default), and down along the
previously installed paths. Data forwarding will follow the
regular pending Interests of NDN on the reverse path. Rout-
ing and forwarding are thus aligned to a network hierarchy
that resembles the current Internet with aggregation points
located at the transit tier.2
Up to this point, we have required names in all FIBs,

which is known to be infeasible in ICN. We now weaken this
requirement as follows. Complete routing tables shall only
be required at the aggregation points. This is a significant
relaxation since aggregation points are designed to facilitate
name aggregation and largely reduce routing table space.
In addition, providers may select strong devices to serve as
aggregation points. From complete, aggregated FIB tables,
the (transit) root can thus always tell which branch (or lower
tier ISP) holds the requested content. Without further FIB
entries, flooding may lead the Interest down this branch.
Intermediate nodes are not required to carry a full FIB, but

rather aim at adapting selected entries to minimize Interest
flooding. In analogy to caching content, each node autonom-

1Notably, multiple aggregation points for different lexico-
graphic ranges are possible.
2Extensions to multiple transits per prefix, as well as peering
shortcuts are subject of future work.
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Figure 1: Average number of interest messages for
different scenarios and network sizes

ously decides about (a) its memory resources available for
the FIB, and (b) the forwarding logic it applies within its
vicinity. Traffic flows can be continuously used to adapt
the FIB to relevant traffic patterns. For example, a node
can hold more specific information for frequently requested
names, while it may erase entries for traffic rarely seen.
To optimize Interest guidance at partial forwarding inform-

ation even further, we introduce a bimodal FIB. This extends
the FIB structure to hold two modes—include and exclude.
In include mode, all Interests that match a FIB prefix will
be forwarded on the associate Face, while all Interests that
match a FIB exclude-prefix will be blocked on that Face.
The initial state of an empty FIB reads include * which
leads to a transparent forwarding (flooding) of all incoming
Interests. A node that has seen no routable names from
NAMs in a subtree of his may as well switch to exclude *.

3. EVALUATION AND OUTLOOK
In our brief evaluation, we concentrate on the penalty

PANINI inherits from only partially filling FIBs, i.e., flooding.
In the best case, PANINI ist optimal, while in the worst case,
an Interest is flooded down an entire branch of the routing
tree. The actual efficiency depends on (i) the available FIB
sizes, (ii) the adaptation strategy of names, and (iii) the
actual distribution of content within the topology.
Shortest path trees are theoretically well described by

Uniform Recursive Trees (URTs) [4]. In a first evaluation step,
we can use this analogy to theoretically estimate the flooding
overhead inherited from the topology prior to adaptive FIB
optimisations. In particular, we can derive the worst, best,
and average case scenarios for flooding branches of subtrees.
A Uniform Recursive Tree of N nodes has an average depth

of log(N), which is the optimal number of downtree Interest
messages. In the worst case, an entire branch is flooded—on
average N/HN−1 nodes [5], where HN is the N-th Harmonic
number. For the average scenario, we consider a random
FIB on path empty and its corresponding subtree flooded.
We omit the corresponding (complex) expression here and
visualize the outcome in Figure 1. As can be seen from the
graph, the average number of Interest messages needed for
locating content follows closely the logarithmic behavior of
the best case. In contrast, the worst case scenarios grow only
slightly sublinearly (≈ N/ log N).
In a second evaluation step, we analyze the effect of

popularity-based FIB adaptation. We build a (virtual) test
network of 100 ICN nodes and harvest a frequency distri-
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Figure 2: Measurements of (typed) message frequen-
cies for four selected popularity ranks

bution of name usages from Quantcast3. During name ad-
vertisement from randomly selected content sources, we add
names to FIBs according to these popularity distributions.
Content is then requested accordingly from random nodes.
Figure 2 depicts measurement results for message frequen-

cies per type of four selected ranks of content popularity.
Within this limited experimental setup, our measurements
clearly reveal for routing (i) a constant unicast message effort
for all conten types, and (ii) a much enhanced routing rout-
ing determinism (i.e., reduced flooding) for popular content.
Given the highly skewed popularity distribution, average
efforts for flooding remain close to popular content beha-
viour and reproduce the theoretical average scenario fairly
well. In particular, we cannot encounter large deviations in
single events or other indications of unexpected effects. This
clearly indicates that the topological structure of routing
trees (rather wide than deep) conjointly with a reasonable
adaption strategy will confine Interest flooding to rather
limited subtrees.
In summary, we could show that PANINI routing is a

promising hybrid approach to mitigate between FIB sizes
and interest flooding for locating content. Our future work
will concentrate on to elaborate and evaluate the missing
details of the PANINI routing scheme. It is our intend to
show its feasibility even for large-scale inter-provider set-ups.
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